Academic Technology Partnership

Date: March 26, 2014
Time: 2:00 PM

Present: Denise Wilcox; Jerry Kellogg; Tim Wood; Gerald Thrush; Dean Smylie; Pat Callard; Vincent Finocchio; Amanda Anglin; Jeremy Brown; Frances Chu; Frances Kolarz; Lara McMahon

Agenda:

- Audience response options for April ATP
- Library and IT attended demo for Anatomage table
  - Anatomage
  - The table was the size of a gurney
    - Allows to do virtual dissection
    - Approximately $100k cost
    - Also has veterinary capabilities (for an additional cost)
    - Capability to bring in own MRI or CT images to use on the table
    - Lets you go lay by layer
    - Over 120 pathological examples
    - 3D rotation
    - Has the ability to print
    - Annotation capability
    - Ability to record actions that are taken during a presentation on the table
      - Can be used later in a video setting
    - On the male models, you can get down to one specific features (i.e. one rib), but have a more broad feature for the female model
    - One downside is that it takes up to 30 minutes to reboot if necessary
    - Possibly have Brenda Premo write a grant for the use to accommodate individuals with certain sensitive disabilities
  - BodyViz is another similar company that offers virtual anatomy tools
  - Might face opposition from anatomists
    - Not to replace the physical cadaver dissection, just to be used as a supplemental tool
  - [http://www.anatomage.com/medical-applications/veterinary-studies](http://www.anatomage.com/medical-applications/veterinary-studies)
  - [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3HIakTiqKlY](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3HIakTiqKlY)
  - [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q7SHE_s8-P8](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q7SHE_s8-P8)
  - [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6FFd6VWIPrE](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6FFd6VWIPrE)
  - [http://www.scuhs.edu/news/articles/60/](http://www.scuhs.edu/news/articles/60/)
  - Discuss with respective departments and colleges to determine interest
  - If there are any other examples, please send to Gabriel to be included with the minutes
- Blackboard timeout for inactivity
  - Recently had an issue with someone using a laptop that somebody else recently used, and did not log out of Bb, and submitted an assignment using another person’s Bb account
  - There currently is not a timeout setting for Bb
  - Possible issue with professors logged in on Blackboard that forget to log out could potentially run into the same problem
  - Need to establish a time to lock out due to inactivity
    - Possibly use to same timeout as BanWeb, 45 minutes?
  - We need to submit a ticket to Blackboard as soon as possible to adjust this setting
  - Group has decided on 1 hour for lockout due to inactivity
    - Any issues or pushbacks should be communicated back to Denise
    - Once we know how long it will take to implement, we will send out notification to the university
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- Target Monday April 7th for go-live
  - Post a notice on Blackboard to notify all Bb users
  - Phrase the announcement that we are reinstituting the timeout
- April 1st, Password policy change implementation for students
  - Forced to change email/Windows login password on April 1st if not changed within 365 days
- CoursEval update
  - Revive exploration of building block for Blackboard
  - Frances need to readdress with Bb, but they were not previously ready for this
- Is there still a problem with Portal Communities?
  - Denise will follow up with Noemi to see if this has been fixed
- ExamSoft Update
  - What is the opportunity for University level site
    - They are not currently supporting this model
  - Is this something that we would want to conjoin the billing?
    - If we want to have a single bill, broken down by FOAPAL, we need to have a single date
      - All renewals of user names would have to occur on a single date
        - Not able to change out user names throughout the course of the year
      - When do we bring in the incoming students
        - Issues with ISAC students
      - Possibly ask ExamSoft to hold off on billing us until the last college is complete
      - ExamSoft told Jeremy Brown that there would be an additional $2600 fee to switch to LDAP authentication, which this should have been a one-time fee initially
      - Allied Health, Optometry are still not using ExamSoft
- April Agenda items
  - Address relaying the information discussed in these meetings to the colleges/departments
  - Audience Response options

Meeting Adjourned: 3:00 PM

Minutes Prepared by Gabriel Martinez